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As Napa County moves slowly towards potentially taking over management of the Lake Berryessa recreation 
areas, it's interesting to read about what the situation was like 10 years ago in 2006.  

A long controversial process creating the Visitor Services Plan which resulted in a Record of Decision which 
kicked out all the mobile homes had just ended. The future was uncertain.  

A bid process for new concessionaires to run the resorts was just beginning. Ten years later the situation is still a 
mess and the future is still uncertain. The following is a local report from June 2006 which foreshadows the 
upcoming disaster. 

***** 
After five years of public hearings and intense debate, the Bureau of Reclamation announced Tuesday, June 6, 
2006 that 1,300 privately owned trailers at Lake Berryessa have to go. 

The federal agency's record of decision aims to reshape 12 miles of the lake's most prime shoreline by ousting the 
trailers that have dominated seven lakeside recreational resorts for decades. 

The new  "Lake Berryessa Visitor Services Plan" sets new standards for lakeside vacation lodging, barring trailers 
but allowing RV and tent-camping, cabins, motels and hotels, among other permanent structures. 

Reciting the bureau's long-held position, spokesman Jeff McCracken said the lake plan's goal is to "open the 
reservoir to the broader general public for more short-term use." Areas closest to the water's edge will be reserved 
for day-use, and those higher up divided into zones for overnight and long-term use. 

Although the government has established parameters for future lake use, what Berryessa looks like in 10 years 
"will be up to private enterprise," McCracken said. 

The federal agency is determining the future management of the seven lakeshore resorts through a public bidding 
process that will begin as soon a request for business proposals is completed, McCracken said. Meanwhile, trailer 
owners must remove their vacation mobile homes by 2008 and 2009, when contracts with six of the resorts expire. 

While many trailer owners say they were anticipating the bureau's ouster, news of the decision was a heartbreaker 
for families who have long known Lake Berryessa as their summer getaway. 

"We didn't just buy a mobile home, we bought the dream of someplace to bring your children, grandchildren, and 
children after that," said Sidney Silberberg who works as a fishing guide at the lake when he's not helping out at 
his son's video store. 

"It's a devastation to our family and our family relations. This is the place that family becomes family because 
everyone is under one roof and you make the ties of a lifetime more comfortably for that day, that weekend, or 
that three-day weekend," said Silberberg as he recalled jet-skiing and fishing with his wife, son, daughter-in-law, 
daughter and friends. 

The bureau's decision translates not only into an emotional but also a significant financial loss for Silberberg. He 
said 10 years ago the $25,000 trailer by the lake was the only summer home his family could afford.  

After pouring in about $75,000 to re-carpet, re-roof and "re-everything" over the years, Silberberg said he wished 
he'd accepted a $175,000 offer someone made him for the trailer four years ago. Now with the trailer's fate sealed, 
Silberberg doubted anyone would pay more than $2,000 for it. 

(Editor's Note 2016: Not only did mobile homeowners not get anything for their property, Steele Park owners 
actually had to pay about $3,500 each to have their places demolished. Mobile home owners in all the other 
resorts faced the same costly problem.) 

As trailer owners counted their woes, other Berryessa stake-holders viewed the decision as a victory. Bob White 
— who runs Rancho Monticello Resort and also represents the Lake Berryessa Resort Owners Association — 
called the decree a "win for users and the resorts." 

After fretting the federal agency would dissolve the long-standing resorts and consolidate them under one 
operator, White saw the decision as a triumph for resort managers who now have a fighting chance to continue 



running the resorts. He also applauded the fact present-day trailer owners get first dibs on future long-term sites. 

(Editor's Note: 2016 Ironically, not only did the BOR not allow long-term sites to be included in the bid process, 
they threw out the White's bid on a technicality without even reading it. The  BOR  then rejected all bids from the 
west shore resort owners and chose a single out-of-state company with little resort management background or 
sufficient resources, Pensus, to take over five of the resorts. That choice turned into a multi-year disaster for Lake 
Berryessa from which it has not yet recovered.) 

According to the record of decision, "recreation was not a purpose of the project as originally authorized; 
nonetheless public visitation began almost immediately" after the lake came into being with the completion of 
Monticello Dam in 1957. The Bureau of Reclamation, in conjunction with Napa County, awarded seven 
concession contracts in 1958 and 1959 to manage recreation at the lake for the next 30 years. Resort contracts 
have been renewed and slightly altered in subsequent years. 

Carol Kunze, an environmental advocate who heads Berryessa Trails and Conservation and has pushed for more 
trails and "passive" uses of the lake, expressed satisfaction with the decision. 

"The most rewarding part is today — finally getting a decision that will allow the public to have access to the 
lake's entire shoreline," Kunze said. "The most difficult part was just the whole controversy. It seems like such a 
plain and simple issue: It's public land and the public should have access, but the status quo interests wanted to 
keep their sites." 

Trailer owners weren't the only people dismayed by the bureau's break away from the status quo. 

Sharyn Simmons, owner of Cucina Italiana restaurant, moved from Napa to the Berryessa Highlands subdivision 
five years ago. She said during the two-plus years she's run her lakeside business, trailer owners have formed the 
majority of her returning customers. 

"It's the weekend people, the one-shot wonders, who come up here on the weekends and trash the place because 
it's not their own," Simmons said. "Why in the world would you ask the people who have been the stewards up 
here, living here year-round, and visiting every month or two months, to leave? We're talking second and third 
generations by now." 

Simmons said she hopes the fight is not over. "My only hope is they keep it litigated for the next 10 years." 
 


